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ABSTRACT

The use of the SAND Internet Browser as a knowledge dis overy
tool for epidemiologi al artography is highlighted by re reating
the results of Dr. John Snow's study of the 1854 Cholera epidemi in Soho, London.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The re ent introdu tion of web-based mapping servi es su h as
those provided by Google Maps and Mi rosoft Virtual Earth
have greatly in reased the publi 's awareness of the importan e
of lo ation thereby making the spatial omponent a key part of
the normal sear h experien e. This an be seen by the in reasing
trend to in orporate spatial data into onventional databases. In
parti ular, today, people are in reasingly be oming used to going
to the web to get answers to all of their queries that require some
form of information lookup su h as, for example, nding the
nearest restaurant to their home that serves a parti ular uisine
as well as sear hing for homes, s hools, and so on. In essen e,
what we are seeing is a trend for the map to take on the form of
a normal information relation, using database terminology. In
this paper we brie y illustrate how urrent mapping te hniques
an be used to revisit some old queries thereby yielding a form of
knowledge dis overy in epidemiologi al artography whi h may
be useful in other appli ations.

2. THE SAND SPATIAL BROWSER

Over the past years we have been engaged in the development
of the SAND Spatial Browser [2℄, one of whose key features is
the ability to produ e its results in rementally where the in rement is a form of a ranking by distan e from a query obje t
whi h an be measured as the row ies or onstrained to lie
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on a spatial network. Potentially, ranking has wide appli ability
for spatial queries using web-based mapping servi es where presumably there is a premium on obtaining partial results so that
the most relevant ones are delivered rst. In parti ular, in our
example s enario, relevan e is measured by spatial proximity.
The SAND Spatial Browser provides more power to users of
databases by enabling them to de ne and explore the spe i
spatial region of interest graphi ally. The SAND Spatial Browser
allows users to form either purely spatial or mixed spatial/nonspatial queries intuitively whi h an present information to users
that might have been missed if only a textual interfa e was available. The SAND Spatial Browser is built on top of the SAND
Spatial Database System whi h provides a server that fa ilitates
organization (i.e., indexing) of spatial and nonspatial data to
support eÆ ient query pro essing. This database system handles
any two or higher dimensional data with extent (e.g., ountry
boundaries, river paths), as well as point data (e.g., ity lo ations). It fa ilitates the response to queries involving this data
su h as nding the losest hazardous waste site to the border of
a parti ular state. The SAND Spatial Database System is positioned somewhere between a onventional database management
system (DBMS) and a Geographi Information System (GIS). It
is similar in spirit to a GIS but does not have the full fun tionality of a GIS in the sense that its spatial analysis apabilities
are limited.
Users a ess and manipulate spatial and nonspatial data using
the SAND Spatial Browser in a manner similar to that used in
spreadsheets where the map plays the same role as a relation in
a relational database management system. In parti ular, operations an be spe i ed as ompositions of maps with the output
of one or more operations serving as input to other operations
whi h an be saved for use as input to future operations. In addition, in many appli ations there is no need for the operation to
run to ompletion in order to obtain the desired results. Thus
the in remental nature of the SAND Spatial Browser permits
users to pro eed in a pipelined fashion where the rst results of
an operation are fed as inputs to subsequent operations.
One of the SAND Spatial Browser's features is the distan e semioperation [1℄, whi h yields what we all a dis rete Voronoi
diagram. It an be used to provide a lustering where the result
is that given two data sets A and B , we an determine for ea h
element a of A, the losest element b of B to a. For example, we
have used it with a pair of data sets orresponding to lo ations of
nu lear fa ilities and monitoring stations to dis over whi h monitoring stations are the losest to ea h nu lear fa ility. Similarly,
join

given a set of lo ations of distribution enters (e.g., warehouses)
and a set of lo ations of stores, we an determine whi h stores
should be served by whi h distribution enters. This is done by
the simple addition of the apability to rank results by spatial
distan e to the database, and applying the ranking in su h a way
that the losest pairs of elements (a; b) are returned in order of
in reasing distan e and elements from A are not permitted to
be repeated. It enables database users to perform a variant of
knowledge dis overy as we show in the following epidemiologi al
artography example.

3. APPLICATION TO EPIDEMIOLOGICAL
CARTOGRAPHY

whi h an observer ould dedu e the strong lustering of deaths
around pump X . Below we show how to make su h a dedu tion
using the SAND Internet Browser. We do this by omputing
the distan e semi-join of the points in the death relation with
the points in the pump relation. As we pointed out earlier, the
distan e semi-join operator uniquely asso iates ea h in iden e of
deaths with the nearest pump on the map. When this operator
is exe uted to ompletion, the result is equivalent to a dis rete
Voronoi diagram on the points in the death relation. The thi k
polygonal subdivision in Figure 2 shows the result of drawing
the dis rete Voronoi diagram for this semi-join operation from
whi h it is easy to see that the Voronoi ell that ontains pump
X as its Voronoi site, has the most in idents of deaths.

In 1854 Dr. John Snow, a pioneer in epidemiologi al resear h,
showed that the holera outbreak in Soho, London was a result of the ontamination of a water pump on Broad Street [3℄.
He used a spot map that showed the number of deaths in ea h
household, whi h he then overlayed on a map of Soho as shown
in Figure 1. Upon looking at the map, it is immediately lear
that the water pump, labeled X on the map, is responsible for
the holera deaths in Soho as the majority of the deaths due
to holera are lustered around this pump. The result was revolutionary in many ways. First of all, it established water as
the arrier medium of the holera disease. This was ounter
to the widely, yet mistaken, belief at that time that \bad air"
was the ulprit responsible for the spread of the holera disease.
Se ondly, it laid the foundation for the eld of epidemiologi al
resear h. In identally, maps and GIS te hnologies are widely
being used even to this date in epidemiologi al studies.

Figure 2:

Dis rete Voronoi diagram

orresponding to the

result of applying the distan e semi-join of the death and
pump relation using the SAND Spatial Browser.
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We have seen an example of the utility of appli ations su h as the
SAND Spatial Browser in knowledge dis overy. We are on dent
that the in reasing power a orded users to deploy spatial information will lead to an in reased ability to address environmental
auses of infe tion and disease su h as Salmonella outbreaks, Legionnaires' disease, and so on.
Figure 1: Result of overlaying the deaths
London

aused by the 1854

holera outbreak on the map of the water pumps in

London by Dr. John Snow.

In order to demonstrate the utility of some of the operations
that we have developed in the ourse of our resear h on spatial
spreadsheets and browsers, below, we re reate the 1854 experiment of Dr. John Snow using the SAND Internet Browser.
We rst reated the road layer from a map image of Soho from
around the same time period. Next, we overlayed the position
of the water pumps on the map. Ea h death o urring in a
Soho household at that time was re orded as a unique point.
For example, if a household h re orded deaths due to holera,
we pla ed unique points at the position orresponding to the
lo ation of h on the map. The resulting setup is as shown in
Figure 2. Dr. Snow used the map as a medium, looking at
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